2017 FSA Student Award Recipients

Cristen Diane Eikner
Adkerson School of Accountancy

Keelyn Christine Frey
Adkerson School of Accountancy

Justin D. Meyers
Arizona State University

Paige Johnson
Auburn University - School of Accountancy

Kyle Koch
Baylor University

Cody P. Hayden
Bentley University

Cassie Runyan
Boise State University

Jessica Lowe
Bradley University

Peter Blomfield
Brigham Young University

Taylor Lemke
Case Western Reserve University

Brian M. Anderson
Clemson University

Mandy Look
Cleveland State University

Andrew DiLeo
DePaul University

Leif Ratliff
East Tennessee State University
Sallie Stern  
Fisher School of Accounting

Stephanie Spear  
Florida State University

Eric Gelsomin  
George Mason University

Makaila M Mueller  
Georgia Southern University

Sharon Tyre  
Georgia State University - J. Mack Robinson College of Business

Alexander Ingoglia  
Indiana University - Kelley School of Business

Leigh Doyle Bourne  
James Madison University

Oyiza Okatahi  
John Carroll University

Logan Terry  
Kansas State University

Kendall Winship  
Kennesaw State University School of Accountancy

Jordan M. Kushner  
Kent State University

Michael Horgan  
Lehigh University - Department of Accounting

Quang V. Truong  
Leventhal School of Accounting

Darrian Carr  
Louisiana Tech University - School of Accountancy

Michael J. Palarz  
Loyola University Chicago
Liangchen Zhu  
Marquette University

Jessa Wilson  
Marshall University

Reid Alexander Mankowski  
Master of Accountancy- Bowling Green State University

Shannon Ahearn  
Miami University

Crystal Kromberg  
Michigan State University

Tanner M. Courtney  
Missouri State University

Dominic Montoya  
New Mexico State University

Nicolette Riscossa  
Northern Illinois University

John Kastner  
Oklahoma State University School of Accounting

Gary Gammon  
Old Dominion University

Karalynn Drechsel  
Raymond A. Mason School of Business

Heather Konstan  
Rider University

Jenna Lynn Crosthwaite  
San Diego State University

Matthew S. Vickery  
Southern Illinois University

Angel Vazquez, Jr.  
St. John’s University
Linh My Pham
Stetson University

Kaylie Windham
Texas A&M University

Taylor Storm
Texas Christian University

Jordan Draper
Texas State University

Mitchell E. Edwards
Texas Tech University

Daniel Southam
THE UNIVERSITY OF AKRON

Joseph Alvin Rebentisch
The University of Mississippi

Wayne David Hoyer, Jr.
The University of Texas at Austin

Malicka Modgil
The University of Texas at Dallas

Nicholas R Jackson
The University of Toledo - College of Business & Innovation

Katie Schmitz
Truman State University

Thomas F. Papazicos
University at Albany - State University of New York

Brittany Popovski
University at Buffalo

Abigail Borland
University of Alabama - Culverhouse School of Accountancy

Ibawolatipe D. Iyegha
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Renée A. Giron
University of Central Florida

Lindsey E. Simko
University of Dayton

Benjamin Bulow
University of Denver, Daniels College of Business - School of Accountancy

Rachel Cole
University of Georgia

Shweta Bengani
University of Houston-Clear Lake

Madeleine Waddock
University of Illinois - Champaign Urbana

Christa Koch
University of Iowa - Tippie College of Business

Steven Harold King
University of Kentucky

Melissa Fuerst
University of Miami

TANNER W. STITZER
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI

Rosena Startzman
University of Nebraska–Lincoln

Brad Joseph Tanner
University of New Orleans

Wesley Sweigart
University of North Carolina – Charlotte

Claire-Sophie Caroline Magali Ruarø
University of North Texas

Kelli Corbett
University of Notre Dame
Kaleigh Boone
University of Oklahoma

Megan Merlino
University of Rhode Island - College of Business Administration

Kalvin Southwell
University of South Florida - Lynn Pippenger School of Accountancy

Hayden Putnam
University of Southern Mississippi

Michael J. Kentfield
University of Tennessee

Long Thai Bui
University of Texas at Arlington

Jared Radmall
University of Utah - School of Accounting

Christine Thaohuy Tran
University of Virginia - McIntire School of Commerce

Thomas Christian Camp
University of West Georgia

Gregory Schenk
Utah State University

Daniel M. Long
Virginia Commonwealth University

Hannah M. Beach
Virginia Tech

Colton Hunt Smith
Wake Forest University

Faibeth Arboleda
Weber State University

Benjamin R. Turkus
Western Michigan University
LAM, Kit
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

CHEN, Xi
The Chinese University of Hong Kong